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About Me
Currently: 
● Co-Founder & CEO of Xoba

Previous:
● Product Manager, Cloud Platforms @ Cisco Meraki
● Lead Hardware & Embedded Software Engineer @ Halo 

Neuroscience
● Product Manager, Power Management @ Texas Instruments

Interests:
● Running
● Cooking
● Home renovation/investing
● Hanging out with my wife and dog 



To give employees the power to discover and share 

ideas and information without barriers.



Why Xoba?



A New Way To Discover, Consume, and Share 
Knowledge



How The Cloud Enables Xoba



Cloud @ Meraki

In house, custom built, monolith cloud infrastructure.



Cloud @ Xoba

Xoba leverages the public cloud to provide our product

Development speed, flexibility, and 
resources outweigh the cost of traditional 
on-prem architectures



Lessons Learned (& Advice)

Build for flexibility 

Plan your architecture

Your architecture will change

You can’t build it faster 

The best architecture will cost you



It’s OK to make tradeoffs...

Make progress on running the Cloud SQL proxy in a kubernetes sidecar. 

Ran into some problems as this is more complex than expected when deploying on Cloud Run on GKE, since there are 
contradictory deployment mechanisms for fully managed Cloud Run and kubernetes clusters. 

So far, I've tried manually deploying Cloud Run on GKE via a custom kubernetes config, and adding a sidecar container 
to it, but kubernetes refuses to deploy multiple containers in a Cloud Run service. 

I then tried manually deploying the sidecar container on every node in the kubernetes node pool, and then deploying 
Cloud Run on top of that, but this overwrote the previous container instead of running alongside it. 

Today I plan on further investigating this issue and whether it's possible to run a side car in Cloud Run on GKE. 

I've been considering switching off Cloud Run to a GCE instance, which would dramatically simplify our infrastructure in 
several ways, so it might make sense to just run with this approach.



Thank You!
 

Questions?

Shawn Razek
shawn@xobalabs.com

415-715-9984

mailto:rahul@xobalabs.com

